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DUTCH MOUNTAIN: LANDSCAPE OF
FICTIONS, MEMORIES AND DESIRES.
Mirte van Duppen

Figure 1
Brueghel, Pieter around 1565,
Toren van Babel, Museum
Boijmans van Beuningen,
Rotterdam the Netherlands:
(translated from Dutch) ‘Building
the tower symbolizes the desire
of the human being to attain the
highest height. Man is creative
and ambitious. He trusts blindly
in his own abilities and the unlimited possibilities of technology.
The tower symbolizes the pride
of man, who is punished by God.
The tower is therefore a symbol of
the impermanence and insignifi2
cance of man.’
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Former professional Dutch cyclist Thijs Zonneveld dreamt
of building a 2 km high mountain in the Netherlands. He
imagined himself cycling up the mountain in the midst of
the ‘polders’ (reclaimed land) to train for the Tour de France.
His dream was taken seriously by different parties, and they
joined his team to think through the plan of building an actual mountain. A Dutch Mountain? Yes, indeed, a mountain in
the polders of the province ‘Flevoland’ (the biggest artificial
island in the world). The Dutch team of a cyclist-journalist,
urban planners and project developers can design and build
an artificial landscape, but what are they longing for? Is it as
P. Scheerbart1 says; are they trying to re-create a paradise on
earth so that they don’t have to long for a paradise in heaven?
A mountain has such metaphoric and romantic power and
therefore it is not just an example of creating a landscape. I think
it can be seen as a metaphor of people wanting to climb higher –
to reach the sky or to reach their own paradise on earth.
I am interested in why we are longing for an artificial
mountain and how this artificial mountain relates with the
Dutch and the Dutch landscape. I would like to discuss my
memories of mountains as they tell us something about the
desire for a mountain, the desire for (plans for) building
artificial mountains or mountain like objects and the
perspective you have to that artificial landscape. How does
the desire to create a mountain in the Dutch polders relate to
being Dutch and the history of the Dutch landscape?

MEMORIES OF MOUNTAINS
I’m going to recount memories of visits to mountains abroad. I
have browsed through the family photo-album and re-lived these
mountain explorations at the kitchen table. These memories tell
me something about my desires that are shaped and constituted
through experiences on mountains. These are all memories of
a Dutch person who has only experienced mountains abroad.
Visiting a mountain during a holiday was a day-out for me.
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Figure 2
France 15-08-1997, enjoying the view on top of the mountain
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Figure 3
France 18-07-1996, your feet are constantly at an angle
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France 24-07-1994 (Figure 4 and 5) We didn’t go up by foot, but
we took the ski lift. No steps, route, stories, triumph, loitering
or running: just looking and sitting. After a couple of minutes
we reached the top, whereas normally we had to walk for a
long, long time. With every step we were longing to reach that
highest point and enjoy the view. Whilst sitting in the glass
cabin, we could perceive the mountain from multiple perspectives. We could understand the mountain and its shapes
differently. Arriving at the top, a transformation of weather
took place: from a warm, bright and sunny environment to
a freezing cold, grey, windy and snowy environment. The ski
lift allowed us to experience the mountain differently, from
multiple perspectives and as a whole.
The view. Is it about the view from the top of the mountain
(Figure 2, 6, 7 and 8)
, or is it about the path to that view? On top
of the mountain you see and feel the height. You see the path
you walked. You feel the height you have achieved; this can be
so inhuman that you feel small and anxious. On the ground
you can look up to (Figure 9 - 12) the mountain and this generates
a certain power. You can achieve some power from it yourself
while climbing to the top. You can desire the mountain for
the path you have to take, the view and the power you will
achieve or the look at/to/up to it.
France 20-05-1995 When my father drove onto the mountain
I saw trees around me. They blocked my view so I had no idea
that we were going higher and higher. But I saw the S-turns,
felt the height in my stomach and heard nothing because my
ears were clogged by the height.
Your senses are touched on different levels. When you
go up a mountain on foot you feel the height of the path by
the position of your feet. They aren’t placed horizontally but
constantly at an angle. (Figure 3)
What you hear, what you feel, what you see and what
you imagine: your senses control your experience. Think of
the ‘false flat’ 3 whereby you don’t see the height difference in
the landscape, but you feel it as a cycler. Or the Gravity hill 4
in Ladakh, India. This hill gives the optical illusion that the
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Figure 6
France 1999

Figure 4
France 24-07-1994, perceive the mountain from multiple perspectives

Figure 7
Greece 04-2006

Figure 8
France 07-2007

Figure 9 - 12 » page 10

Figure 5
France 24-07-1994, a transformation of weather
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human eye interprets an ascending road, whereas the road
in fact goes downhill. The sensory experience of a mountain
is different from other landscapes. Its height and the view –
when you’ve conquered it – are magnificent.
Figure 9

When driving from the Netherlands to France, mountains
rise out of the flat landscape. You catch the form from a long
distance. The surroundings influence the image of the mountain; the power, the impression. It is not only about how you
arrive at the mountain but also what you do on it. Mountains
become an experience; whether an amusement like gliding
down the snowy slope (Figure 13) or a task like following a ski
lesson (Figure 14). We change nature for these human desires by
building slopes, tunnels, walking paths…

France 16-08-1991, to look up to

Figure 10
France 16-08-1991, to look down

Figure 13
Austria 02-2008
mountain as an amusement

Figure 11

My memories show the different elements: the view (from
multiple perspectives), the path, the power, the look at/to/up,
the sensory experience, the height, the task or the amusement.
These elements create the desire for a mountain.

France 08-08-1993, the people below look up to you

IMAGINAIRIES. Myth or mind?
Perspectives on artificial landscapes
Figure 12
France 08-08-1993, showing your existence by yelling to the people below

Figure 14
Austria 02-2008
mountain as a task

Figure 15 - 18 » page 13
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We design our artificial landscape, but from what perspective
does something look real? From what perspective do you
notice the ‘plural realities’ 5? One example of a place where
fiction and reality meet is Camouflage Fake Town (Figure 15 - 18)
in America. During World War II, a life-sized artificial landscape was created on top of an existing landscape. Douglas
gave landscape architect Edward Huntsman-Trout the assignment of camouflaging the whole airplane factory. The fear
of a Japanese attack on the West Coast spurred the project.
The Americans built an entire fake neighbourhood which
included the following elements: convincingly painted burlap
placed horizontally on top of the airplane factory, a hill out of
wood, homes made out of scaffolding and cables, burlap trees,
chicken feathers painted green to look like leaves, rubber
cars placed around the neighbourhood and laundry hanging
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from the trees. On top of that, actors were hired to populate
the fake town. Only seen from the air the Camouflage Fake
Town had to come across as ‘real’. In other words, the position
of the spectator in relation to the landscape defines how it is
perceived and conceived, and thus whether it is recognised as
artificial.
The position of the spectator is being used to make
artificial landscapes come across as ‘real’. For example in a
Zoo, with the introduction of moated, barless enclosures
developed by Carl Hagenbeck (Figure 19): ‘animals were displayed in a series of large outdoor panoramas, amid rocks and
trees (both real and artificial), that were vaguely reminiscent of
the creatures’ original habitat. (…) Hagenbeck claimed, barless
displays would encourage visitors and animals alike to imagine
themselves in the wild.’ 7 From the position of the visitor only
a few details, for example the color of the floor in the water
basin (Figure 20), reveal the artificial environment.

Figure 15 - 18

Figure 15
6

Camouflage Fake Town
Santa Monica, America, 1941

Figure 16

Figure 19
Carl Hagenbeck’s Tierenpark,
Stellingen-Hamburg, 1907

Proposals for artificial mountains
For Camouflage Fake Town an artificial landscape was created
to protect the airplane factory during a period of war. For a
Zoo the artificial landscape is reminiscent of the creatures’
original habitat. Another aspect is to create a landscape translated from our dreams. There is a whole history of (plans for)
building artificial mountains or mountain like objects.
The Park des Buttes Chaumont (Figure 21) in Northeast Paris is an
example of how nature is reconstructed. The park is designed
on existing rocks which were reshaped by using dynamite to
realize the romantic dream of a waterfall, bridge and an observation point – all characteristic elements of a mountain.
According to S. Allen, ‘landscape surfaces are always differentiated by their material and performative characteristics’.8 The
alAzharPark in Cairo is an example of waste mountains that are
reconstructed into a park (Figure 22 and 23) in which the surface
has the material and performative characteristics of nature. We
forget what is underneath the surface; the newspapers, washing
machines, plastic bottles etcetera of the actual landscape.
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Figure 17

Figure 20
Paramaribo Zoo,
Terry the giant otter

Figure 21
1867 Paris,
Park des Buttes Chaumont

Figure 22 and 23 » page 14
Figure 18
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The mountain could get the characteristics of a building, as
you see in the drawings of Peter Cook (Figure 24 and 25). The
question is then if skyscrapers aren’t already a kind of mountain? Or do we need the visual and material characteristics
of a real mountain to interpret an artificial mountain as a
mountain? For example, the Mountain Villa (Figure 26 and 27) on
top of a Beijing skyscraper. Professor Zhang Lin has spent six
years building his dream mountaintop villa by transporting
rubble and rocks onto the roof of the building. He did this
without governmental permission, so he was ordered to tear
it down. These examples of Cook and Zhang Lin inspire me
to pose questions: do we interpret Zhang Lin’s skyscraper as
a mountain because it has the visual and material characteristics of a mountain on top? Is Cook’s proposal a mountain
or a building, or both? And can we conceive a skyscraper as a
mountain, because of its height, depth and position between
other skyscrapers, which create a ‘mountain landscape’?
A lot of drawings, plans, and sketches that are made to build
an artificial mountain have never been realized. (Figure 28 – 32)
Yet, I would like to suggest that the imaginary future has a
more important role in history than often is realised. As Noël
van Dooren argues, ‘by literally publishing drawings, they
fostered a professional discussion on landscape and the city.’ 10
Drawings, plans and sketches let us dream and make us aware
of the human being’s desire to attain the highest height.

Figure 28
1794 Thomas Charles Naudet
- proposal for Fête de l’ètre supreme 08-06-1974 never realized
Figure 22 and 23
Egypt, Cairo 2005, alAzharPark

Figure 29
1895 Jost R. Samson – proposal
for improvement of the Eiffel
Tower Le tour Eifel dans le Mont
Samson (Paris) never realized

Figure 24 and 25
Peter Cook 1975,
‘Sponge building’

The DUTCH LANDSCAPE and its HISTORY
To build a mountain in the Dutch landscape is not such a
weird thought at all, as it aligns with how the Dutch have
always been pre-occupied with designing and moulding their
immediate living environment, working with the ever-present
water, and in doing so turning the ‘natural landscape’ into
the ‘cultural landscape’. The Dutch had to shape and reshape
their landscape because of their geographic position.‘(…)
one can be creator of ones own land. (…) characteristics which
have acquired special significance in Holland through the long
and continuous struggle against the water: precision, purity,
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Figure 30
1971 Claude Parent – project for
Centre Pompidou (Paris)
never realized

Figure 26 and 27
Beijing, China 2013, Mountain
9
Villa of Professor Zhang Lin

awareness of size and distance. Capriciousness, arbitrariness
and coincidence had to be excluded.’ 11 In an interview with a
former municipal official in Flevopolder, J. Greve, I discussed
the plans of building a mountain in the Netherlands. He
said: ‘Holland is a park. Every 50 km you see another kind of
landscape, another view. In Australia you drive for 200 km and
the landscape doesn’t change. There you have to choose which
landscape you want to see. You don’t just encounter them. But
in the Netherlands, it is green. Everything is marvellously cared
for. Yes it really is a park.’ 12 By building a mountain the notion
of the Netherlands as one large park will be enhanced.
The Dutch landscape is known for its ‘desolate fields,
vacant polders and low horizons.’ 13 Apart from some rather
small hills there are no points that rise above the horizon.
There is just a flat landscape. The low horizons create a lot of
space for the sky and the mythical Dutch light. By building a
mountain a new horizon will be created. The horizontal will
be interjected with the vertical. Flat is disrupted by height.
A shift in our understanding of the Dutch landscape will
need to take place; it will no longer be purely flat. An artificial mountain will be added to the desolate fields and vacant
polders.
My memories show the different elements that create the
desire for a mountain. How big and strong you can feel when
you are on the top of a mountain, or how small and anxious
due to the mountain’s impressive height. You feel and see the
changes in the weather. You can experience mountains from
multiple perspectives, depending on how you approach it.
You can long for the mountain because of the sensory experience; the task like following a ski lesson, for amusement like
gliding down the snowy slope, the hike you will do to get on
top of it, the view you will have from its top, or the look you
have up to its top from below.
The desire for a mountain makes the Dutch, who have
experienced mountains only abroad, want to create one in the
Netherlands. It will not be about reshaping rocks, concealing
our pollution or creating skyscrapers, but the metaphoric and
romantic power of a mountain itself. But how will it look?
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Figure 31
2004 MVRDV – proposal Serpentine gallery pavilion (London) never realized

How will it be designed? How will it be used? And what
kind of industry will arise? If the Dutch are going to build a
mountain, it will become a Dutch mountain. We will design,
organize and build the mountain ourselves. We will not hire
Austria-mountain-experts to rebuild the Austrian Alps, but
we will use our own memories, experiences and desires of
mountains as a design tool. This means that we will realize a
mountain with the performative characteristic elements of the
Alps, Mont Ventoux, Mount Everest, Matterhorn, and
Zugspitze. These elements will be combined with leisureactivities, observation-points, and (tourist) shops.
To build this mountain in the Dutch landscape is not
such a weird thought at all, because of our geographic position and our history. We have always been pre-occupied with
designing and moulding our immediate living environment.
By building a mountain, the notion of the Netherlands as one
large park will be enhanced and a new horizon will be created. The mountain will elicit emotional responses; it will bring
new memories, experiences, and desires to the Netherlands.
Although a mountain has great metaphoric and romantic
power, it is still unknown as to whether it will work in the
Dutch landscape. Mountains tend to be arranged in groups
rather than standing on their own. One Dutch mountain will
not create a mountain scenery. It will show our human power,
but a shift in understanding our purely flat Dutch landscape
will need to take place. There is space for imagination in the
Flevopolder and the Dutch dream can come true; by building a
mountain in a Dutch designed, organized and controlled way.
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